
 

 

 

 

The tiny tots of Kindergarten put up a wonderful show on 9 February 2019 and enthralled their 

proud parents. In a colourful display of befitting costumes, the tiny darlings sang, danced, and 

acted on stage. The well-coordinated events held the audience in awe as one by one the items 

unfolded onstage. The enthusiasm and energy reverberated through the entire auditorium with 

the applause doing justice to the entire show. Kudos to children and parents for the delightful 

event, which touched everyone’s hearts.  

 

Kindergarten 
February 2019 

Annual Day 

              Important Dates 

 March 4th - Maha Shivratri 

 March 21st - Holi  

 March 23rd - P T M 

 

 



 

 

Our Kindergarten children are very anxious about life and growth of living things. The 

germination of seeds activity was done to demonstrate how plants develop from seeds. The 

process of germination of seeds was explained to the children with practical experiments. The 

children sowed some seeds of spinach, coriander, fenugreek and amaranth in the school garden 

and they were happy to see them sprout and grow into small plants. 
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Germination of Seeds 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Literacy: Letters V v, Q q, O o, B b, Y y, and G g were introduced to children with phonetic 
songs and stories. They traced these letters on sandpaper and associated pictures with 
respective sounds. 
Picture reading on transport theme 
Numeracy: Revision of numbers 1 to10 by counting different kinds objects and associating 

numbers with respective quantities. 

Theme for the Month 
Transport: Children learned about different means of transport such as land, water, and air 
transport and their importance. The teacher also spoke about traffic signals and safety rules, 
which we follow, while using the transport. 
Places around us: The teacher spoke about different kinds of places around us like the home, 
the school, the classroom and the nature, and their importance. The teachers also spoke about 
how we keep the places clean and make our surrounding hygienic. 
Activities: Making a truck, Name train using plane shapes, Traffic light using gems and wafers, 
Valentine’s Day card. 

                        Rhymes 

 Down by the station.. 

 Out in the garden … 

 Hear the aeroplane… 
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Literacy: Letters J j, K k, Y y, Q q, Z z were introduced with phonetic songs. They traced these 
letters on sandpaper. 
Family words: ug, un  
bun, sun, run, gun, fun, tug, jug, hug, mug, rug were introduced by showing flash cards. 
Action words: eat, sleep, walk, dance, play, walk, fly, roar, drink were introduced by playing a 
game  
Introduction to Vocabulary words: Kind, huge, forest, excited, stripes , tries, many, very, best, 
sad, curl, down, become, elephant, buy , bushy, spike 
Reading book: 1. Where is Chintu 2. Banjo wants a tail 
Numeracy: Pre-Math concepts - More and Less, Tall and Short, Heavy and Light were 
introduced by showing different kinds of objects, playing a game and giving hands-on 
experience to children. 
Children also enjoyed making a pattern with two different colors. 
 

Theme for the month 
Transport 

The teacher spoke about different emergency vehicles like ambulance, police car and fire 
engine. The teacher also spoke about the importance of these vehicles, and emphasised on 
what we should do when we see these vehicles on the road. 
  
Activities: Train with different shapes, Aeroplane using ice cream sticks.  
 

Rhymes 

 Areoplane, aeroplane 
up in the sky… 

 Kookaburra sits in the  
old gum tree.. 

 Drive drive your car…. 
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Literacy 

 Reading story reader: Well done Mr. Scarecrow & Day and Night 

 Revision of Family words: ‘ed’ words – bed, red, led, fed, wed, sped, sled 
                                                       ‘eg’ words – beg, leg, egg, peg 
Vocabulary words: Well done Mr. Scarecrow- with, eat, lots, here, hay, cow, job, seed, rain, 
look, them, soon , crow, shoo, away, mill, fly, peck, pack, plant, white, yellow, home, bread,  
Day and Night: Four, run, neem, tree, all, see, many, this, will, what, into, have, soon, too, 
sun, said, owl, was, came, dark, deep, hole, hunt, goat, rest, rabbit, happy, light, fight, bear, 
circle 

 Introduction to simple comprehension passages  
 
 

Numeracy 

 Revision of one more/ one less 

 Introduction to greater and smaller of two numbers 

 Identifying and writing the Missing numerals from 1 to 100  

 Theme for the month 
Plants and Sources of food 

Children learned about different types of plants, vegetables, and fruits. Children enjoyed making 
cards for their parents using vegetable prints. The teacher also spoke about sources of food, 
and children were able to identify whether they get their food from plants or animals. Children 
brought different kinds of fruits to make fruit salad as a part of the theme. We further had a 
discussion on healthy vs. junk food, and as an activity, they brought healthy snacks to discuss 
their benefits. 

UKG 

Rhymes 

Fruits and vegetables.., Pretty flowers pretty flowers.., The farmer sows the seed.., Fruit 

salad yummy yummy.., Strawberries are red and sweet… . 

 

 


